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Goa has always been a center of attraction, be it Indians or people coming from outside Indian
Territory. Goa is popular beach spot of the country. The scenic view provided by the coastal line of
the Goa is incomparable and distinct in its own way. Goa tourism is marked by the famous beaches
of this small place. While you are on your tour to India, you would not want to miss an opportunity to
get a glimpse of Goan life, more particularly of its villages. People word hard here. Being a travel
location also brings in a different set of responsibilities as well as trouble. Still, visiting Goa will leave
a distinct mark on the landscape of your memories.

Goa life is lives mainly by beaches as per the tourists that come to hangout for once or twice in a
year. Goa tourism highlights this aspect of Goa more than any other. Otherwise one can find a load
of variety to spend 4 to 5 days happily exploring Goa in its hinterlands and markets that come and
go on weekly basis. They attract huge crowds that generally have foreigners in large numbers. The
handicrafts and arts of Goa are not as popular as of the other parts of India but still they are very
much appreciated by the travelers and they shop as gifts for their loved ones on return, after
accomplishing their tour to India.

While enjoying your time of Goa tourism, you have whole range of fresh seafood waiting to be
tested by your taste buds. You wonâ€™t get this kind of chance at places far from coastal lines. Alcohol
lovers find Goa as heaven. They can drink all night and day long, provided they have money to keep
buying. If you are among those who have got bored of taking the usual alcoholic drinks, you can
switch over traditional Cashew feni and Coconut feni, very much preferred drink of the locals. These
things are marked as priority for anyone who is in Goa while on tour to India.

With beaches, drinks, arts and artifacts, Goa comes live in night and somewhat sluggish in day light
but it grows to ecstasy as the sun behind the sea melts down in the salty water of the sea. Cruises
can make you feel as if you are on different land altogether surrounded by strangers that are still not
strangers in the journey to Goa. Goa tourism is a shining star of the Indian tourism Industry. On tour
to India, donâ€™t miss out on it!
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Adolf Jamie - About Author:
a Goa Tourism - MakeMyTrip is the one stop destinationfor Goa Holidays & Goa tourism
packages with wide range of Holiday Package deals. Goa is famous spot for tourism as provides
various tourist attractions for people for their Goa Holidays.
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